Walking: connecting heritage and
place to wellbeing
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Barpa Langass & Popull Fhinn (walk 2)

Background

A poem inspired from the walk
As part of the Aire air Sunnd project, a series of walks around local heritage
sites were completed in North Uist. Three walks were selected: Teampull na
Trionaid (walk 1), Barpa Langass & Popull Fhinn (walk 2) and Dun an Sticir (walk
3) https://ceut.northernheritage.org/walks/ . These were to be completed
from 1st to 15th August 2022.
The walks, featuring discussion of heritage and place, would be conducted in
Gaelic but for inclusivity, non-Gaelic speakers were invited to join the walks and
listen to the stories in Gaelic. The map and information for each walk was
provided in English.
Wellbeing workshops conducted in May and June 2022 explored what
methods could be used to ‘capture’ how heritage walks can support wellbeing.
Two methods that were deemed to be aligned best to walking activities were
the use of photovoice and sensory ethnography 1-2.
Due to time and budgetary constraints, it was deemed that photovoice would
be the most appropriate method. Photovoice methodology of utilising
photographs taken and selected by community members, would allow
reflection and explore reasons, emotions and experiences For the walks, there
was concern of over burdening walkers taking part. A more relaxed approach
was therefore taken where walkers could provide photos of the walks of areas
of interest and also provide reflections thereafter, should they wish.

The cailleach wasn’t really up to it the young
ones so far ahead but walk she did, so slow,
slow, slow
heather duveted several falls, it felt good to
lie there legs trembled, stepping so high
stopping to sit on the rounded
well cap a second wind, her
own, pushed her forward,
strong again along the road.

Analysis and Discussion

Two walkers on the Barpa
Langass & Popull Fhinn walk

[reflection on the poem inspired] ‘’ I
felt happy to have managed under
the very challenging circumstances
and inspired to make more effort to
get stronger after a broken arm
(which) has inhibited regular
exercise.’’

Due to poor weather conditions, the second walk only had three walkers and the
third walk was cancelled.
Reflections were only captured for four participants over the two walks however
emerging themes included:

Walk reflections

Landscapes

Teampull na Trionaid (walk 1):
Feeling at
peace

‘’My 11-year-old son, was with me. I’ve asked him for his thoughts
about the walk. He’s a fluent Gaelic speaker; I am not. He responded “I
felt peaceful, the weather was decent, and the scenery was amazing.”
…[parent] ….What I enjoyed most about it was being with a group of
people who were eager to learn and explore, visiting a familiar and
well-known site with fresh eyes, and talking to others….’’

‘’I felt sad that I didn’t understand more of the language as I had been
exposed to the language as a child when on vacation or listening to my
mother….I really enjoyed hearing the words and the sound of (Gaelic
guide’s) voice……… Overall I enjoyed the experience and am really glad I
participated ‘’

‘’The second (picture below) is a
real cultural reference and an
ode to a way of working long
gone. The intriguing thing for me
was this abandoned or merely
waiting to be recalled to service’’

Learning

Re-connection
and connection
to others
Heritage

Challenging
oneself

These themes also mapped to the over arching themes of Nature, Heritage
and Culture, Emotions , Spirituality and Learning, identified in our earlier wellbeing
workshops conducted in May 2022 (see above).
Although conclusions are limited due to the relatively small sample of responses,
previous research exploring heritage sites and wellbeing, has been shown it to
contribute to people’s sense of wellbeing; reducing stress and anxiety, increasing
positive mood, self-esteem and resilience, and in improving social functioning and
feelings of social inclusion 3-4.
Future work

It was noted that the second walk was challenging, and it was suggested to add
difficulty ratings to walks in future promotions.
Additional exploration of the digitalisation of walks including the inclusion of Gaelic
stories, could also be added to future research, given how some walkers reflected
and enjoyed its use.
Future work could also look at incorporating photovoice methodology or adapting it
further to include mediums of poetry and art. Work could then could be displayed
in an ‘evolving’ exhibition within Carinish school and on the CEUT digital platform.
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